
Kalimantan Explorer is a powerful Kalimantan Klotok renovated
the finest handmade and recycled resistant tropical hardwoods by
master boat builders Ara Buginese Tana Beru, South Sulawesi. This
magnificent klotok is the essence of the traditional boats that have
plied for decades the Spice islands with all the comforts and security
that one would expect from a boat in its class.

Kalimantan Explorer has a simple but
a spacious cabin with air conditioning and bathroom
large outdoor deck, delicious fusion of East and
smiles and professionalism of its crew, a perfect
discover the Tanjung Putting secrets.
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* Registration: Kumai, Indonesia
* Date of construction: July 2008
* Renewal date in November 2011
* Builders: Ara Bugines
* Class: Traditional Klotok
* Construction material: Wood, of iron or 70% recycled Ulin
* Length: 19 meters
* Beam: 3.3 meters
* Draft: 0.60 meters
* Speed: 10 knots
* Engine: Mitsubishi 6 D 15 to 6-cylinder diesel
* Accommodations: 1 cabin with air conditioning AURA Suite with 1 double bed + 1 extra single
bed for up to 3 people * 1 tent / cabin on deck TEND SOLARIA with 1 double bed for up to 2
people
* Crew: 3 + 1 tour coordinator/ 1 Captain, 1 chef, 1 + 1 tour leader assitant / guide
* Passagers: 5 People
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Spacious cabin located on the aft of the klotok with 1 double bed + 1 extra bed up to 3
adults. It has air conditioning, bed (no mattress) mosquito net and soundproofing.































Located on the upper bow of the boat and away from the engines for the day is a relaxing,
common room at night turns into a cabin / tent with double bed for 2 adults, stay closed
with mosquito and tarpaulins
.


















































We are pioneers in offering a little luxury in the heart of the jungle of Tanjung Putting designing and
building a new style of klotok with a range of services just like a small floating hotel klotok a classic
tailored to the needs of a discerning traveler profile .

Cabin:
Kalimantan klotok Explorer is the only operating in Tanjung Putting private
cabin available. It features a master stateroom suite Aura soundproofed and
a tent / cabin Solaria tendon located on the foredeck of the ship. Total
passenger capacity is 5 adults

Air conditioning:
Some times of the day Tanjung Putting the temperature can reaches 35
degrees with a humidity of 80 to 100% and down to 23 º at night. In the main
cabin of klotok, Aura suite can enjoy air conditioning during the hottest
hours of the day.

Hot water:
The ship has a bathroom with shower with hot water

Clean water free of mercury:
Most klotok and lodges are supplied Sekonyer river water for showers,
washing kitchen utensils and laundry. These rivers are contaminated with
mercury from gold mining and coal carried out upstream, in turn are the same
waters where the rest of the ships dump their sewage. Hygiene is a priority
and our klotok has a reservoir of 600 liters of clean water extracted from
aquifers away from contaminated areas.
Silent:
The name Klotok comes from noise of the boat engines. Most do not use
klotok exhaust pipes or mufflers with the resulting noise and inconvenience
to deck passengers. We soundproofed to the extent possible the engine and
electric generators to ensure a pleasant and quiet journey inside the forest, a
clear advantage when looking for navigating the abundant wildlife that were
stationed on along the river.
Electricity 24:
We know how important it is to enjoy a cold beer or recharge the batteries in
your camera or video in the jungle, so we offer our two generators and load
outlets 24 hours a day.




Private WC:
The rest of the klotok have a single service for the crew and passengers. We
have carefully designed a klotok some detail with two services, one large
enough only for the western passage and a separate toilet for the crew.

Space:
A 19 meters long Kalimantan Explorer is one of the largest klotok operating
in Tanjung Putting. It has a large terrace / balcony at the stern for the cam.

Recycling: In our commitment to preserving the ecosystem for the reform of
the boat we used 70% of iron or Ulin wood recycled from other boats in use.
All bottles and metal cans used in the trip are sent to a recycling center in
Pankalan Bun.

Central reservations:
We have a representative office in Bali and Bun Pankalan for booking hotels
and airline ticketing with connections to Bali, Surabaya, Jakarta, Semarang
and Banjarmasin




















Tanjung Putting is a special place. Located in the heart of the jungle of Borneo is home to a unique
ecosystem that can survive only if we respect and care.


Tanjung Putting has a rich variety of birds, insects, reptiles and mammals, some can only find in this part
of the world. You will have the luck to observe in the wild from the smallest insect or insect-eating plant at
the majestic sea eagle flying, acrobatic movement of geckos and butterflies, timid movements pythons,
tarantulas and crocodiles, wild boar races of Borneo The colorful flight of the kingfisher, the elusive
crescent bears, playful monkeys and gibbons, proboscis monkeys noisy and of course orangutans.














Day 01 Pangkalan Bun – Kumai-Tanjung Harapan – (Island of Borneo)
Pangkalan Bun Arrive and transfer to Kumai drive where remount the river by boat visiting Tanjung
Harapan Sekonyer about orangutan rehabilitation center.
To expedite the processing of the entry permit in the National Park we recommend you carry a photocopy
of the first 3 page of your passport.
Meals: Lunch, Dinner
Accommodation: Kalimantan Explorer

Tanjung Puting 02 Day 03 Day: Pondok Tanguy –
Camp Leakey – (Island of Borneo)
During these two days we will have the opportunity to
see great diversity of this rich ecosystem located in the
south of the island of Borneo. Visit the two orangutan
rehabilitation centers within the National Park to
coincide with the time they are provided with daily
meals. They share the habitat with gibbons, orangutans,
monkeys probistideos, monkeys, crocodiles and a
variety of endemic birds. Every evening moor our boat
to sleep near probistideos colonies or near the nipa palm
areas where thousands of fireflies light up the night in
the jungle. Visit the interpretive center founded by
Birute Galdikas biologist at Camp Leakey. This program is developed in the Tanjung Putting National
Park, a visit takes place in Kalimantan Explorer, a wooden boat “Klotok” of 19 meters in length dimensions
that allow our guests to enjoy a large space on the boat during the days of browsing. They spend the night
inside the boat fully equipped to sleep with mosquito nets, mattresses and sheets. The meals in the same
boat, has a separate shower and a service crew. The crew make a captain, assistant and cook overnight with
our guide in a separate space for customers. During the visit we walk inside the National Park rangers and
accompanied by our English-speaking local guide. Walks inside the Tanjung Putting National Park are
simple, tailored to the customer profile and require no physical preparation.
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Accommodation: Kalimantan Explorer

Pangakalan Bun Day 03 Day 04 – Next Destination
Breakfast on the boat and return to Pangkalan Bun Sekonyer down the river. Transfer to airport for flight to




next destination
Meals: Breakfast.
Accommodation: No

THE PRICE INCLUDES:
Accommodation mentioned in the program/Meals mentioned in the program/English-speaking local guides/
Management of entry permits in National Parks / Transportation in private vehicles.
Visit orangutan rehabilitation center / VIP waiting room at the airport Bun Pankalann
PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
Domestic and international flights / Other excursions not mentioned in the program / Airport taxes (20
Euros approx.) / Drinks and meals not mentioned in the program. /Costs due to delays or cancellations of
flights and ships / In entry fees and or video cameras to be paid on arrival.




